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Disney movies new cartoon

Walt Disney Studios has been on a roll this year, releasing the live-action remake after the live-action remake. Classic Disney animated films such as Aladdin, The Lion King and Lady &amp; the Tramp have been brought to life in a very new and interesting way. At Saturday's D23 panel in Anaheim, California, Walt Disney Animation
Studios announced that the studio would return to its roots with a new fantastic action-adventure film called Raya and The Last Dragon. Raya and the Last Dragon will be the 59th film produced by the studio. Here's what we know about Disney's Raya and The Last Dragon so far. D23 EXPO 2019 | Walt Disney Company/Image Group LA
by Getty Images What is Raya and The Last Dragon about? In the upcoming Disney animated film, a young warrior named Raya, expressed by Cissie Steele, searches the world's last dragon, an aquatic creature named Sisu, to save the fictional world of Kumandra from a terrifying dark force. The film's producer, Osnat Shurer, describes
the world of Raya and the Last Dragon as a reimagined land inhabited by an ancient civilization that worshipped mythical dragons for their power and wisdom. The film was inspired by the culture of Southeast Asia. Kumandra consists of five separate clans that form the Land of the Dragon together. Now that the dragons are gone,
Kumandra is attacked by a dark and sinister force that only a dragon can defeat. Raya is ready to meet a magical water being who breathes fog through her nose, flies riding raindrops, and has a gem that channels this amazing huge power, said Steele from the D23 Expo stage, when Raya first meets [her] The film revolves around the
themes of community, family and honor. A quick look at Raya and the Last Dragon was presented at the D23 panel. The images showed Raya exploring a rainy jungle and discovering an ancient temple. Accompanied by her younger brother who plays the flute, Raya enters the temple and passes through a dragon sculpture room. At the
climax of the preview, the two face Sisu, the last dragon in the world, played by rapper Awkwafina. What's next for Disney? Aside from Raya and The Last Dragon, Walt Disney Animation Studios has a very interesting line of original animated films coming up. Raya and the Last Dragon's release will follow two Pixar films, Onward and
Soul. Further on is the story of two teenage elf brothers who go on a journey looking for the magic left in the world to help them spend one last day with their late father, who passed when the brothers were very young. The film stars Tom Holland, Chris Pratt, Octavia Spencer and Julia Louis-Dreyfus. The film will hit theaters on March 6,
2020. Soul tells the story of a middle school teacher named Joe Garner, who has always wanted to be a jazz. When his soul is accidentally separated from his body, Joe Joe Help other lost souls in order to return to his world. The film stars Jamie Foxx, Tina Fey, Questlove, Phylicia Rashad and Daveed Diggs. It will be released in
cinemas on 19 June 2020. Disney's Raya and the Last Dragon will hit theaters on November 25, 2020. Disney has an extensive list of movies to watch, but sometimes the musical numbers are too much. We got it. There are a few Disney movies, such as Zootopia and Wreck-It Ralph, which tell a great story, minus singing. Excluding Pixar
movies, Star Wars, Pirates of the Carribean and Marvel movies, here's our list of the best Disney movies for people who don't like musicals. The Emperor's New Groove An underrated classic with no musical numbers, apart from Emperor Kuzco's theme song, of course. This film tells the story of an egocentric emperor who is turned into a
llama by his former advisor, Yzma. Silly sense of humor aside, this is a film about power, wealth, and friendship. Having Patrick Warburton as Kronk doesn't hurt either. Zootopia This is a children's film with pop culture references and humor that appeals to adults. Zootopia follows the story of Judy Hopps, a bunny with dreams of becoming
a police officer, despite push-ups from her family and her colleagues. Empowering the protagonist aside, any movie with a famous singer named Gazelle deserves a watch. In 2017, Zootopia won the Academy Award for Best Animated Film, defeating the Disney film Moana. 'Big Hero 6' In 2015, Big Hero 6 won the Academy Award for
Best Animated Film, and we're not surprised. This film teaches children (and adults) about coping with loss in a real and honest way. It's not played in this movie, but there's a robot named Baymax that helps people if they get hurt. If we could all have a plush and cuddly Baymax. Lilo &amp; Stitch Who doesn't like a movie about a blue
creature from space? Lilo and Stitch tell the story of a family that is not exactly traditional, but still share a lot of love, however. Ohana means family, and family means no one is left behind. Be warned, there are a few songs scattered throughout this movie, but it's not typical musical-movie. Jane Lynch at the premiere of Walt Disney
Animation Studios Wreck-It Ralph | Christopher Polk/Getty Wreck-It Ralph Images If you like action and video games, Wreck-It Ralph is perfect for you. This video tells the story of what happens to video games when you don't play them. For the villain Ralph and glitch Vanellope von Schweetz, fitting among the other characters is harder
than it looks. The sequel to Wreck-It Ralph, titled Ralph Breaks the Internet, premiered in 2018. Lion King | Photo by Gabe Ginsberg/WireImage The Lion King It's still a musical, but it doesn't feel like one. The Lion King is a film about a lion cub called as he becomes the leader of his pride. yes, they're singing, but the music is so closely
related to the story. You'll Have I Just Can't Wait Wait Be king and Hakuna Matata sucks in your head for days. you're welcome. Disney Live-action The Lion King premieres in the United States on July 19, 2019. Walt Disney Studios is not well known for its live-action movie dramas. However, there are certainly some classic movies in its
library that are more serious, and a few that will make you cry. With the Disney Plus streaming service now live, we can now check out almost all of these dramas. Here's a look at the best Disney Plus movie dramas in no particular order. Read more: What's New on Disney PlusBest Disney Plus Movie Dramas: Editor's Note: We'll update
this post when more Disney Plus movie dramas are released.20,000 Leagues under SeaDisney went all out for this adaptation of the classic Novel Verne. Kirk Douglas plays Ned Land, a sailor aboard a 19th-century ship looking for a monster attacking other ships. However, as it turns out, the monster is actually a very advanced
submarine, commanded by Captain Nemo. James Mason plays the role with a discreet sense of horror as he, Land, and the crew of the Nautilus submarine explore the depths of the sea. It was the most expensive film ever made up to that point, even though it's special effects not quite living up to modern film standards. Old YellerA sure
you have some Kleenex available. This classic 1957, based on the acclaimed children's book, will definitely make you cry. The story of a boy and his dog in Texas growing up in the late 19th century sounds pretty simple. However, the last scenes of this film, which we will not spoil here, take this child's drama in a completely different
direction. It's one of the most powerful scenes in the history of film. Tron LegacyWhile we still love the original film 1982 Tron, his long-awaited 2010 sequel is a much better movie. Kevin Flynn's son, played again by Jeff Bridges, goes to find his missing father and finds himself transported to The Grid. This cyberworld, first featured in the
original film Tron, is now directed by Clu, an avatar made by Kevin Flynn (and also played by Bridges). It's a race between the two Flynns and another program, played by Olivia Wilde, to stop Clu's plans to take over the real world. There are some amazing CGI effects in Tron: Legacy, but at the heart of it all is a father-son story.
WillowAfter helping create the Star Wars and Indiana Jones franchises, George Lucas tried to make another major film with this 1998 fantasy film. While it hasn't become a smash box office hit, many fans still love this movie. Warwick Davis is terrible in the lead role, which is tasked to protect a young child from an evil queen. The Queen
believes that this child is the fulfillment of a prophecy that could lead to its destruction, so she naturally wants to take out this Warwick's character is a swordsman, played by Val Kilmer, and daughter of the evil queen, played by Joanne Whalley.The Finest HoursChris Pine stars in this 2016 2016 based on real events. In 1952, an oil tanker
broke off during a massive storm off the coast of Massacultis. Pine's character is a member of the Coast Guard who helps lead a team on the wrecked ship. Their purpose; To save all 30 crew members from the tanker before the storm takes everyone down with them. There is some intense action in this film and it is one of the best
dramas of the Disney Plus film. Remember TitansDisney has released a series of sports films inspired by true stories, but the best of them remains this 2000 movie. Denzel Washington plays football coach Herman Boone. His task was not only to coach a high school team in Virginia in 1971, but also to help integrate black and white
players into one team. It's an inspiring story that's still in time, even today. National TreasureNo matter what your personal feelings about Nicolas Cage matter, you can't help but enjoy it in this modern treasure hunt. He stars like Ben Gates, a racing historian to find the long lost treasure of Freemasons before a team of mercenaries can
confiscate their loot. Gates and friend Riley Poole, played by Justin Bartha, must steal the Declaration of Independence and decipher hidden clues as they stand one step ahead of the main guy Ian Howe, played by Sean Bean. The film also features Diane Kruger as Abigail Chase and Jon Voight as Patrick Gates.If you like the first
National Treasure, you can catch National Treasure: Book of Secrets on Disney Plus as well. Rockefeller Before Disney bought Marvel, they tried their hand at this 1991 adaptation of Dave Stevens indie comic book. It is also a throw back to the Saturday afternoon series of 1930 and 1940. When a rocket the size of a man developed by
Howard Hughes is stolen, it falls into the hands of an innocent pilot. He and his mentor realize the pack works, and simply, The Rocketeer was born. Look for Timothy Dalton as an errol Fynn-style actor who turns out to be the main villain of the film. The Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion, The Witch and WardrobeDisney wanted another
major film franchise when he co-produced this 2005 adaptation of C.S. Lewis's classic novel. During World War II, four children from England go through a mysterious wardrobe at their new home. They find it a door to another world, Narnia, where she must confront the evil white witch, played by Tilda Swinton. Liam Neeson also has a
great performance as the voice of the lion king Aslan. You can also watch the second film in this series, Prince Caspian, on Disney Plus.Pirates of the Caribbean: The Curse of the Black PearlA movie based on a theme park ride? In 2003, many believed that the Pirates of the Caribbean was a for Disney. It wasn't. The film turned out to be
a great action story of swashbuckling pirates mixed with romance and some supernatural elements as well. There's also Johnny Depp who gave a career-changing performance as Captain Jack Sparrow. It's definitely one of Disney's best plus movie movie You can also check out three of the other movies in this series on the service.
AvatarJames Cameron wrote and directed this sci-fi 2009 film. Until recently it was the biggest box-office coup of all time. The film took advantage of new visual effects techniques and the high tendency (at the time) to watch movies in 3D. The result was Avatar, and the representation of Pandora's world and its inhabitants was different
from any alien planet shown on film. That's why it's on our list of the best Disney Plus movie dramas. It remains a visual celebration, even if the story of the people trying to take over Pandora's natives is a little familiar. The Sound of MusicYes, this is one of the best dramas of the Disney Plus film. The 1965 film happens to be a musical.
Julie Andrews's performance is perfect as Maria, a postulant who wants to be a nun but can't help but sing and want more. She becomes when she becomes a governess for the Von Trapp family in Austria. Maria soon becomes a huge influence on the Von Trapp children. Eventually, she makes their father, perfectly played by Christopher
Plummer, fall in love with her. While this is based on the real Von Trapp family and their experiences to get out of Nazi-led Austria in 1930, this is not really a history lesson. It's just a cheerful movie to listen to and watch with family and friends. Oh, and Rolfe is still an. Black HoleDisney did not release its first pg-rated film until this film in
1979. The Black Hole was the studio's response to Star Wars, but it still had content that would be attractive to children, namely the floating robot V.I.N.CENT. However, most of the film was serious, as an Earth spacecraft in the stars meets a black hole. It also encounters another Earth ship that was to be lost. The captain of that ship
wants to go into the black hole and see what's on the other side. If others try to get in his way, too bad for them... HamiltonThis member of our list of best Disney Plus movie dramas is also an exclusive on service. It's a filmed version of the original Broadway musical. It tells the true story of the rise and fall of one of the founding fathers of
the US, Alexander Hamilton. So he wrote by Lin-Manuel Miranda, who also plays the lead role, this musical is not a lesson in dry history. Instead, she tells the story of the creation of the United States through hip-hop themed songs and music. It's a must-watch, not just for the music, but for the story it tells. These are the best Disney Plus
movie dramas right now! We will update this list as more films reach the Disney streaming service. Best on Disney PlusAs I said, there is a ton of content you can stream on Here are some of our best showing guides to Disney Plus. Plus. Plus.
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